
Year 2 Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 2

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Describing and
retelling a story.

Knowing the
features of a
letter. Drafting a
letter.

Knowing the
features of an
information report

Researching and
drafting the
information
report.

Editing and
publishing the

information
reports

Writing a
descriptive poem

Punctuation and
Grammar

Homophones Prefixes Possessive
Apostrophe ‘s
and plural s.

Coordinating
conjunctions:
But, or, yet, so

DE: sentence -
Description:
Detail.

Suffixes:
ed, ing, ly

Spelling Contractions Homophones Suffixes Common
exception words

Common
exception words

Common
exception words

Maths Make you own
board game

Position and
direction

Measurement Addition and
Subtraction using

the column
Method

Consolidation Consolidation

Maths KIRF To know my doubles and halves up to 20.

Science Materials
➢ I can name a variety of common materials, and explain how some of their properties make them great for

particular uses. I can explain why chairs might be made out of different materials at home and in school.
➢ I can explain why the Victorians didn’t have umbrellas, and sort materials into groups according to whether they

are natural or man-made.
➢ I can examine groups of materials and begin to explain how they could have been sorted. I can create my own

groups of materials and guess at how my friend has sorted theirs.
➢ I can explore and sort materials into those which can be reversibly changed, and those which cannot. I can

explain what kind of material I will need for my umbrella.
➢ I can design and build an umbrella. I can compare my design with others from my class and predict which will be

the most effective, and why.
➢ I can conduct a fair test, using a measuring jug accurately. I can record my findings and draw conclusions.



History Significant Individuals: Our Rights
➢ Know that the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child lists special rights for all children
➢ Know that one person can change the lives of others
➢ Understand how our rights have changed over time
➢ To recognise changes that happened because of the action Rosa Parks took
➢ Know that the suffragettes campaigned for the right of women to vote
➢ LO: Evaluate how people have helped, and how we can help, to protect basic rights

Religion Showing commitment: Rites of Passage and good works
Religion: Judaism

➢ I can share something that I am committed to and say why it is important.
➢ I know that Jewish boys and Girls have a Bar/Bat Mitzvah to show their commitment to God.
➢ I can share my opinion on the most important way for Jewish people to show commitment to God.
➢ I know that Hajj is an important pilar of Islam. I listen to the story of Prophet Ibrahim
➢ I can describe the significance of some of the events in Hajj.
➢ can tell you why I think a  Muslim would go to Hajj.

DT Structures
➢ Exploring Stability
➢ Strengthening materials
➢ Building a chair structure
➢ Fixing and testing the chair structure.

PSHE Safety and the changing body
➢ Know the difference between secrets and surprises
➢ To recognise how my body has changed since I was a baby and where I am on the continuum from young to old.
➢ To begin to understand the concept of privacy and the correct vocabulary for body parts
➢ I can use the correct names for my private parts and I know how to keep them safe.
➢ To understand safe and unsafe touches
➢ Understanding that change can cause mixed feelings

PE Athletics
➢ Use their bodies and a variety of equipment with greater control and coordination.



➢ Choose skills suitable for challenges,
➢ Describe what their bodies feel like during different activities.
➢ Watch and describe what others have done.

Spanish Mi Clase (In the classroom)


